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The Twisted Sisters Knit Sweaters:
A Knit-to-Fit Workshop
Lynne Vogel
Praise for the Twisted Sisters Sock Workbook: “[A] brilliant gem of a book. Among the women who make
up the Twisted Sisters, there is no ego, just a common love of color, shape, and fiber. . . . It still embodies
the ultimate spirit of our knitterly community.”
–Clara Parkes, Knitter’s Review
THE TWISTED SISTERS KNIT SWEATERS: A KNIT-TO-FIT WORKSHOP could easily be entitled Anatomy
of a Sweater. Yearning to use handspun yarn in commercial knitting patterns? Need to resize a sweater
pattern because it doesn’t fit? Say hello to THE TWISTED SISTERS KNIT SWEATERS (Interweave Press,
September 2007, $24.95), a step-by-step workshop that teaches any knitter to easily adapt sweater
patterns to her own measurements and chosen yarn.
The Twisted Sisters, a group of women who delight in dyeing, spinning, knitting, and crocheting,
illustrate how to adapt the same basic sweater pattern to many different styles, and introduce the
elements of sweater design through increasingly challenging projects. These 10 projects, from sweaters,
coats, and vests to pullovers and jackets, give knitters the confidence to alter commercially available
patterns to their needs, even when they aren’t offered in their size.
Author Lynne Vogel introduces in Chapter 2 the Sisters’ Knitter Fitter System, which allows
knitters to make a sweater that will fit anyone from a toddler to a sumo wrestler in the yarn of choice. Use
the Fitter List to record all the important measurements and their conversions to the number of stitches
and/or rows for the knitter’s gauge. Then use the Sweater Map to visualize where each of these
measurements goes and how the individual pieces of the sweater fit together.
Couldn’t knitters do the same thing using sweater software programs? “Sometimes yes,” says
Vogel, “but there’s no substitute for getting your hands in your work. The ability to manipulate your ideas
with yarn and needles or with a pencil, paper, and eraser can trigger a type of creativity lost to the
keyboard and mouse. Think of the Knitter Fitter as a safety rope for knitters ready to look over the edge
into unchartered realms.”
The Knitter Fitter System is infinitely variable, and knitters will also learn to construct sweaters
from the bottom up (or top down), or from side to side, or combine directions. Then they’ll learn to change
patterns to make them their own by altering yarns, proportions, neckline styles, sleeve length, collars and
edgings, and much more. Along the way, the Twisted Sisters examples of altered pattern projects will
serve as inspiration!

This reference is especially supportive of knitters wanting to use artisan handpainted and
handspun yarns and will help them learn to alter color and stitch patterns to work with the yarn’s unique
colorways and characteristics.
Full of schematics, illustrations, and beautiful photography, this book will change the way anyone
looks at knitting sweaters.
And who are the Twisted Sisters? Sandy Sitzman, Twisted Mom and “Millennium Queen Enabler
of Prospective and Realized Fiber Enthusiasts,” began collecting members of the Portland, Oregon-based
spinning group in the late 1980s. The group made yearly pilgrimages to the Black Sheep Gathering in
Eugene, Oregon, to spin, knit, and “laugh their fool heads off,” says Vogel. Once a day trip for some, it
became a weekend-long event and expanded to a biyearly beach retreat and a holiday party. In 20 years
the small, tightly knit group has grown to include a few friends from other states, including Alabama,
California, Washington, and Tennessee, and one nomad who refuses to stay put.
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A member of the Twisted Sisters, Lynne teaches workshops nationwide and in 2007, she started a line of
limited edition handdyed and handspun yarns, Lynne Vogel * Limited, available in unique one-of-a-kind
colorways at La Petite Knitterie in Ladera Ranch, California, and Harrisville Designs in Harrisville, New
Hampshire. Lynne also is the author of Twisted Sisters Sock Workbook (Interweave Press, 2001), and
she has contributed to Threads and Spin-Off magazines. She blogs at:
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